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Dark Beauty
NoThiNg sAYs rock sTAr likE  

A ToUch of goThic glAm.    

Lush Lashes
A deliciously avant-garde way to lash out, 
Dolluxe’s Harajuku Honey eyelashes are 
beautifully eye-popping. These lovingly 
created and high-quality lashes add a 

sweetly quirky flair to any look. Add the 
Underlash B to take things to the next 

level. ($10 and up, gothiclolitawigs.com)

Truly Outrageous
Hey there children of the ’80s, 
channel your inner Jem and 
the Holograms (or Misfits for 
you bad girls) with the bright 
and punky Sooo 80’s Eye 
Kit from Manic Panic. ($15, 
manicpaniccollection.com)

EDITOR’S
PICK

Vampy Lips
Jump ahead with one of the 
hottest fall trends, a nod to the 
femme fatale’s dramatically dark, 
matte lip. For warmer tones 
select a blackened burgundy 
shade. For a cooler shade opt for 
inky violet. Pair with a minimal 
eye, dusted with a vanilla shadow. 

Nars Pure Matte Lipstick in Volga  
($26, narscosmetics.com)

Bobbi Brown Lip Color in Black Raspberry  
($24, bobbibrowncosmetics.com)

Nars Velvet Matte Lip Pencil in Train  
Bleu ($25, narscosmetics.com)

MAC Lipstick in Cyber  
($15, maccosmetics.com)

Stila After Glow Lip Color in Vivid  
Violet ($18, stilacosmetics.com)

Illamasqua Lipstick in ESP  
($26, illamasqua.com)

Morbid Manicure
Whimsy meets gothic 
glam with the Ciaté Caviar 
Manicure. This two-step 
process leaves fingernails a 
tactile and glittering delight. 
($25, sephora.com)

Perfect Finish
Nothing is more frustrating than 
seeing your expertly applied 
look fade or smear away. NYX 
has you covered with their 
make-up setting spray, available 
in a Matte or Dewy finish.  
($8, nyxcosmetics.com)

Sooty Sparkle 
Even goths love to gleam, 
and the Blackheart Black 
Holo Glitter Liner will 
have you sparkling darkly 
with black and rainbow 
micro-fine glitter. Apply 
in layers for maximum 
shine. ($5, hottopic.com)

Pure and Simple
Achieve that porcelain goth  
visage with Pür Mineral’s CC 
Cream. The SPF 40 plus two 
patented ingredients made  
from meadowsweet and wheat 
germ help protect, correct  
and perfect your complexion. 
($38, purminerals.com)


